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Bridge X – Transport Plan
Andrew Nash
1.

Introduction

Bridge X is a proposal for Reimagining Brooklyn Bridge. It will improve access to and
movement across the bridge and enhance what is already one of New York’s most aweinspiring experiences.
In the near-term Bridge X will remove motor vehicles from the lower deck south side
replacing the vehicle lanes with space for walking and a two-way cycle expressway. The
three lanes on the north side lower deck would be reconfigured to one lane for motor
vehicles in each direction with a center break-down lane. This program can be implemented
very quickly using temporary measures.
In the longer-term Bridge X will widen the upper deck to provide more space for pedestrians
and a separate cycling lane. It will reconfigure the lower deck based on community input
and transport analysis with options including moving the cycle expressway to the north side
by removing the break-down lane. Similarly, community input will be used to help
determine how to replace unnecessary transport infrastructure (e.g., overhead vehicular
ramps) with more sustainable streetscapes and open space in the anchorage areas on both
sides of the bridge.
An obvious question to ask is: Why not remove all vehicle traffic from the Brooklyn Bridge?
While the Bridge X team believes that this could be feasible from a transport perspective,
we believe that a better approach is to spread the benefits of new open space and reduced
traffic to other New York neighborhoods rather than concentrating these benefits in only
one corridor. Not only would this be a more equitable solution, but it would benefit traffic
distribution and enable the near-term project to be implemented very quickly.
This transport assessment considers five main questions:
•
•
•
•
•

Could the Bridge X plan replace existing Brooklyn Bridge transport capacity?
Where would the diverted Brooklyn Bridge motor vehicle traffic go?
Are there precedents for believing the Bridge X transport plan will work?
How will Bridge X provide access to the bridge for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles?
How will the community be involved in helping develop the transport plan?

Section 2 summarizes the Bridge X Near Term transport plan. Section 3 presents results of
the transport analysis and introduces the longer-term transport improvements. Section 4
describes the Bridge X access plan for vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists. Section 5 describes
the Bridge X proposal for improving pedestrian and bicycle access to the bridge. Section 6
outlines the proposed process for involving the community in transport planning, Section 7
highlights the use of technology in transport engagement, and Section 8 provides selected
references. The rest of this section presents a brief overview of the Bridge X proposal.

Bridge X Proposal Overview
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Bridge X is a proposal for Reimagining Brooklyn Bridge. It will improve access to and
movement across the bridge and enhance what is already one of New York’s most aweinspiring experiences. The proposal was prepared by ScenesLab (Wendy Wang, Cy Zhang,
Vita Wang, Jeremy Pi, and Shannon Hasenfratz) in collaboration with transportation planner
Andrew Nash and technology expert Minzi Long.

Bridge X Proposal for Brooklyn Bridge – A view from the future
Bridge X transforms Brooklyn Bridge’s automobile focused transport infrastructure into a
multi-functional parkway of the future. The project combines open space activated by joyful
programming and digital tools with sustainable transport, thereby relieving crowding on the
bridge’s upper deck and providing space to help support Covid-19 recovery. By carefully
blending open space design, multimodal transport planning and digital technologies,
Bridge X demonstrates how other bridges and transport infrastructure throughout New York
can be transformed into community jewels.
Bridge X proposes a phased approach to public space design that supports flexibility and
adaptability. The first phase would provide a comfortable and enjoyable setting for
welcoming the community back to Brooklyn Bridge – and could be implemented
immediately to help New York recover from the Covid-19 pandemic.
The X in Bridge X stands for experiment. Brooklyn Bridge has always been an experiment. It
was a test of technology – could towers be built in the East River to support the magnificent
bridge? It was a test of policy – would the bridge support New York’s economic
development? It was a test of community – how would the two cities change after
construction of the bridge?
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By Currier and Ives - This image is available from the United States Library of Congress's Prints and Photographs division under the digital
ID pga.00757. Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=6233264

Experimentation has continued as Brooklyn Bridge changes to meet the needs of new
generations of New Yorkers. Change is most clearly visible in the Bridge’s transport
infrastructure which once carried elevated trains, streetcars and private vehicles, although
now carries mostly private vehicles.
Bridge X will nurture the experiment, using extensive community engagement to help
identify and design the improvements needed to create a Brooklyn Bridge for the future. A
bridge that is welcoming to everyone, prioritizes sustainable transport, and makes people
happy. A bridge that is easily accessible from adjoining neighborhoods and that enriches
New York’s open space and multimodal transport networks. An idea and process that can be
replicated throughout New York and beyond.
Bridge X’s phased implementation plan will gradually introduce new transport and open
space improvements focused on creating a people’s bridge. In the immediate term it will
convert the bridge’s existing Brooklyn bound lanes into space for people, walkers, cyclists
and vendors, including a separated cycle expressway, providing space for everyone to cross
the bridge at their own pace. All vehicle traffic would be rerouted to the existing Manhattan
bound lanes which would be converted to one lane in each direction with a central breakdown lane. As shown in the phasing diagram, new features would be added in the mediumand long-term based on community input and technical analyses.
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Bridge X Phasing Summary
On the bridge, Bridge X will create a series of zones each offering different opportunities for:
engaging with the historic design of the bridge, enjoying views of the East River and harbor,
and making memories. These zones will be created using a kit of design interventions
including digital art, interactive platforms, playscapes, seating and tables.
As shown in the view towards Bridge X Balcony, space will be clearly delineated to provide
sufficient room for walkers, joggers, sightseers, people wanting to relax and take in the
view, small businesses and vendors, as well as including a separated cycling expressway. In
short, Bridge X transforms Brooklyn Bridge into a linear park supporting transport,
recreation, and respite.

View to Bridge X Balcony
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Welcome to Bridge X – Brooklyn
A critical part of the Bridge X project is improving access to the bridge. Therefore, Bridge X
will develop highly visible and welcoming bridge connections by creating anchorage plazas
in Brooklyn and Manhattan. New access routes will be created to connect these plazas with
the open space and transportation networks in adjacent neighborhoods. Access
improvements will include adding new Open Streets, bicycle lanes and bike share docks.
Finally, Bridge X will implement an extensive set of physical (see Welcome to Brooklyn
figure) and digital wayfinding improvements to guide people to/from the bridge – especially
to/from transit stations, sustainable transport facilities and major points of interest.
Bridge X will also build a digital presence on its website and mobile phone application. These
digital elements will introduce new ways for people to engage with the bridge infrastructure
and community while providing a platform for collecting planning ideas and feedback.
Bridge X distinguishes itself by placing the communities of Brooklyn, Manhattan, and New
York at the heart of the process. Bridge X will combine an extensive program of in-person
and digital engagement strategies to ensure that the community can actively participate in
developing and shaping the interventions, designs, and services that matter most for their
Brooklyn Bridge. This planning process will be complimented by a collaborative
management structure. This structure would bring together a diverse range of partners
including city agencies, neighborhood and advocacy groups to plan, implement and
maintain the community-based ideas.
Brooklyn Bridge is a shared civic icon and must be shaped by a shared vision and communal
caretaking. Bridge X’s community involvement and collaborative management structure are
designed to help forge the partnerships between elected officials, residents, local cultural
centers and institutions, vendors, commuters, and designers – that will be critical to achieve
this vision.
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2.

Bridge X – Near Term Transport Plan

The Bridge X Near Term Transport Plan is a bold set of transport improvements designed to
make New York better by increasing sustainable transport infrastructure and services,
providing space for enjoyment and recreation, and supporting local economic development.
It includes creating a comprehensive community decision-making process for continuously
refining and improving the program in future years.
The Bridge X proposal’s three main transport elements, bridge deck configuration, bridge
access and active transport improvements, are described below. Figure 1 illustrates the
proposed Bridge X near term bridge deck configuration.

Figure 1 – Bridge X Near Term Brooklyn Bridge Deck Configuration
As shown in Figure 1, the following changes would be made to the Brooklyn Bridge’s deck
configuration in the Bridge X Near Term Transport Plan:
a. Close the lower deck, south side (existing Brooklyn bound lanes), to vehicle traffic;
b. Introduce two-way traffic, with a center break-down lane, on the lower deck, north
side (existing Manhattan bound traffic);
c. Build a two-way cycling expressway on the lower deck, south side;
d. Build a fully accessible open space for walking and enjoyment on the remaining
lower deck, south side;
e. Maintain the upper deck for pedestrians and (sightseeing) cyclists;
f. Improve access to upper deck especially for mobility impaired persons;
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The second element of Bridge X’s transport proposal is improving access to Brooklyn Bridge
for pedestrians and cyclists, while accommodating the reduced flow of motor vehicle traffic
with as few environmental impacts as possible.
The specific access route improvements proposed in Bridge X are illustrated and described
in sections 4 and 5 below. In general, these improvements consist of:
a.

Extend temporary bike lanes and street closures to improve access to Brooklyn
Bridge anchorages in Manhattan and Brooklyn;
b. Improve vertical access routes from street-level to upper deck of the Brooklyn
Bridge;
c. Add new vertical access to the Bridge X open space created on the lower deck,
south side (existing Brooklyn bound lanes) on both Manhattan and Brooklyn sides;
d. Add new vertical access to the Bridge X open space from the upper deck;
e. Re-purpose lower deck, south side (existing Brooklyn bound) access and egress
ramps for pedestrians and cyclists;
f. Redesign existing Manhattan bound access ramps to also accommodate Brooklyn
bound traffic;
g. Eliminate direct connections from FDR Drive to Brooklyn bound bridge lanes and
from BQE to Manhattan bound bridge lanes.

The third element of Bridge X’s transport proposal is a set of active transport improvements
designed to encourage the use of sustainable transport and reduce vehicle congestion
impacts. These improvements include:
a. Install comprehensive physical and virtual wayfinding to publicize access routes;
b. Build tactical improvements to the multimodal transport network to enhance
access, increase safety and reduce transport impacts;
c. Create “Active Relief” program to increase and manage shared cycles and micro
mobility devices at key subway stations near Bridge approaches to encourage use
of active mobility for short trips;
The transport improvements are designed to increase the attractiveness and reduce the
motor vehicle impacts of the bridge deck and access improvements. However, they can be
implemented incrementally, starting with improvements directly around the Bridge
anchorages and gradually extending further out into the community.
Finally, one of the most exciting aspects of the proposal is that the Bridge X Near Term
Transport Plan can be implemented very quickly – thus bringing immediate relief to New
York as it recovers from the Covid-19 pandemic. More specifically,
•
•
•

Community groups can vet the plan’s major aspects and agree upon their temporary
implementation;
Traffic studies of the bridge entrances to identify needed tactical improvements can
be completed in several weeks;
The plan’s major elements and tactical improvements can be implemented using
traffic cones, Jersey barriers, paint and signs in several days (as the NYC DOT
demonstrated in projects such as the Times Square renewal);
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•
•

Many aspects of the plan can be implemented over time including the access
improvements and active access plan – they do not need to be ready on day one;
Elements can be rolled back if necessary.

In a nutshell, the Bridge X Near Term Transport Plan will reduce existing private motor
vehicle transport on the Brooklyn Bridge and replace it with alternative transport. The
transport plan’s basic assumption is that overall congestion will remain essentially constant
because many people currently driving over the Brooklyn Bridge will switch to walking,
cycling, transit or micro-mobility, or change their behavior (use a different bridge, travel at a
different time, etc.). The next sections present a technical justification for this assumption.
3.

Bridge X Transport Impact Assessment

This section presents a transport analysis of the Bridge X Near Term Plan. The analysis
focuses on assessing the plan’s overall feasibility because there were insufficient time and
resources available in the Reimagining Brooklyn Bridge Competition for the type of
computer modelling generally used for transport analysis.
The analysis found that the Bridge X transport plan is feasible and plausible, it provides
sufficient capacity for expected transport demand. These results should be confirmed by
completing a more detailed transport analysis (including transport modeling).
Section 3.1 analyses Bridge X transport capacity; Section 3.2 describes where motor vehicle
traffic diverted from the Brooklyn Bridge would go; Section 3.3 summarizes research on why
reducing traffic capacity does not significantly increase traffic congestion; and Section 3.4
briefly describes Bridge X’s medium- and long-term transport planning.
3.1

Bridge X Transport Capacity Analysis

The Bridge X Near Term Transport Plan proposes to reduce the number of traffic lanes on
Brooklyn Bridge from six to two, add a high capacity bicycle expressway, and significantly
increase the space available for pedestrians.
The best way of evaluating capacity is based on moving people: how many people can be
transported on a given facility or service. Table 1 compares the person capacity of the
existing Brooklyn Bridge to the Bridge X Near Term Transport Plan.
Table 1 is based on person capacity values from the National Association of City
Transportation Officials (NACTO) Transit Street Design Guide and actual data from the New
York City Department of Transportation (NYC DOT).
As shown in Table 1, the Bridge X Near Term Transport Plan provides over 288% of the
existing Brooklyn Bridge capacity. This is fully consistent with the fact that people in
automobiles take up much more space than people who walk or bike. So, it’s reasonable
that the Brooklyn Bridge could carry many more people under the Bridge X Near Term Plan
than it does today.
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Table 1
Brooklyn Bridge Person Capacity
Persons per hour (p/h), one direction.
Existing Brooklyn Bridge

Bridge X Near Term Plan

Transport Mode

Capacity (p/h)

Quantity

Capacity (p/h)

Quantity

Capacity (p/h)

Private Motor
Vehicles

1,503 (2)

3

4,953

1

1,503

Cyclists (3)

7,500

0

0

0.333 (4)

2,500

Pedestrians (3)

9,000

0

0

1 (5)

9,000

Total

4,509

12,978

Percent of existing capacity

100%

288%

Notes
(1) Capacity values in persons per hour in peak conditions for a 10-foot wide lane from NACTO
Transit Street Design Guide.
(2) According to NYC DOT Manhattan Bridge Crossings 2015, 3,696 veh/hour use the Brooklyn
Bridge in the AM peak hour, divided by 3 lanes = 1,232 veh/hour/lane, with an average auto
occupancy of 1.22 (ibid) = 1,503 persons/hour/lane. Note: October 2018 traffic count data show
slightly lower traffic volumes (1,225 veh/hour/lane), so 2015 data were used to be conservative.
(3) Person capacity for pedestrians and cyclists based on NACTO values and include only new
cycle expressway on lower deck since no increases in capacity are proposed for the upper deck in
the Bridge X Near Term Plan.
(4) NACTO data assumes three approximately 1-metre wide lanes. For the Bridge X Near Term
Plan assume cycle expressway is one lane in each direction with space in the middle for passing.
(5) One traffic lane for pedestrians in each direction.

The figures shown in Table 1 assume that cyclists and pedestrians are moving at full
capacity. What if these alternative modes move at less than full capacity?
Table 2 presents a sensitivity analysis where only 50% of the bicycle, and 20% of pedestrian
capacity is used. There are two important results shown in Table 2. First, even if the
alternative modes operate at levels well below their ultimate capacity the Bridge X Near
Term Transport Plan provides sufficient capacity to meet existing demand.
Second, and more interesting, the number of persons who would cycle and walk in this
alternative are plausible.
For cyclists, the two-way cycle path at 10-feet wide with a 2-foot buffer is consistent with
the minimum criteria (e.g. NYC DOT 2020 Street Design Manual, section 2.1.1, NACTO, Mass
DOT, 2015). It would provide one travel lane in each direction with some extra space for
overtaking.
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NACTO’s Transit Street Design Guide estimates that a 10-foot wide exclusive cycling lane
could carry 7,500 persons/hour, although this is based on a measure of 2,500 bikes per
meter (width) per hour (in Hangzhou, China), essentially three 1-meter lanes of cycle traffic.
The Bridge X proposal consists of two cycle lanes approximately 1.65 meters wide, so
carrying 1,250 cycles per hour (50% of 2,500) is reasonable, especially since the facility is
intended for transport not sightseeing (the upper deck will remain open for sightseeing).
The cycle lanes are assumed to carry both bicycles and appropriate micro mobility vehicles
(e.g., scooters).
If bicycle demand is high passing zones could be created by widening the cycle lane in
selected locations. The decision to add passing zones will depend on community input and is
a good example of how engagement will be used to continuously improve Bridge X design
and user experience.
For pedestrians, NACTO estimates that a 10-foot wide sidewalk can accommodate 9,000
people per hour. It is easy to imagine 20% of this number (1,800 people) walking across the
Brooklyn Bridge per hour, especially given the new Bridge X open space and design
elements.
Table 2
Brooklyn Bridge Person Capacity – Sensitivity Analysis
Persons per hour (p/h), one direction.
Existing

Bridge X

Sensitivity Analysis

Transport Mode

Capacity (p/h)

Capacity (p/h)

Percent (2)

Volume (p/h)

Private Motor Vehicles

4,509

1,503

100%

1,503

Cyclists

0

2,500

50%

1,250

Pedestrians

0

9,000

20%

1,800

Total Volume

4,509

13,003

4,553

Percentage

100%

288%

101%

Notes
(1) Existing and Bridge X capacity values from Table 1.
(2) Percentage of capacity assumed in sensitivity analysis. E.g., 50% of cycle capacity assumed
in sensitivity analysis.

3.2

Brooklyn Bridge Diverted Traffic Analysis

The capacity analysis shows that the Bridge X transport plan will provide sufficient capacity
to accommodate the existing Brooklyn Bridge vehicle traffic. However, it assumes that 1,250
people currently driving switch to cycling and 1,800 people switch to walking. The analysis
clearly shows that there is space for these people, but what if they want to continue
driving?
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When Bridge X is implemented, people currently driving over the Brooklyn Bridge will have
three choices:
1) Continue to drive over the Brooklyn Bridge;
2) Continue to drive, but use a different bridge or tunnel;
3) Change their mode of transport or travel behavior.
This section outlines these choices and analyses where the diverted traffic would go.
Continue to Use Brooklyn Bridge – The number of vehicles that can continue to drive over
the Brooklyn Bridge will be limited to the capacity of one travel lane in each direction.
According to NYC DOT Manhattan Bridge Crossings 2015 Report, a total of 3,696
vehicles/hour use the Brooklyn Bridge in the AM peak hour in the peak direction.
This volume is carried by three lanes and therefore the volume carried by one lane is 1,232
vehicles/hour/lane (3,696 divided by 3). (Note: The October 2018 traffic count data
provided for the Reimagining Brooklyn Bridge competition shows slightly lower traffic
volumes, so 2015 data were used to be conservative.)
Under the Bridge X plan the lane capacity is estimated to be 1,600 vehicles/hour/lane. The
1,600 assumed capacity is consistent with standard capacity values (e.g., NACTO and
Transportation Research Board).
The increase can be justified because with less traffic to/from the Brooklyn Bridge there will
be less traffic congestion around the bridge entrances and exits, thus increasing bridge
capacity since capacity for urban bridges is generally limited by congestion at entrances and
exits. Furthermore, the center multi-purpose lane will be used to provide additional lanes
for traffic waiting to exit and enter at both ends of the bridge. This will increase traffic flow
to/from the bridge from/to the local street networks.
As shown in Table 3, assuming a lane capacity of 1,600 veh/hour/lane there will be 2,096
vehicles that would no longer be able to travel over the Brooklyn Bridge (diverted traffic).
Table 3
Bridge X Plan Diverted Vehicles
Total Vehicles (veh/hour/direction)
Existing Brooklyn Bridge Demand (1)

3,696

Bridge X Vehicle Capacity (2)

1,600

Diverted Vehicles

2,096

50% of Diverted Vehicles

1,048

Notes:
(1) Source: NYC DOT Manhattan Bridge Crossings Report 2015.
(2) Capacity of Brooklyn Bridge increased to 1,600 due to less congestion around
entrances/exits.
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Diverted Drivers – The diverted drivers would have two choices: use another bridge/tunnel
or change their travel behavior. This analysis assumes that 50% of diverted drivers continue
to drive and 50% change their travel behavior.
The assumption that 50% of diverted drivers would change their mode or behavior is
conservative for the following three reasons:
•
•
•

First, Bridge X will create attractive and functional pedestrian and cycling facilities on
the bridge that will encourage people to walk, cycle and use scooters;
Second, more people want to walk, cycle and scooter today given the Covid-19
pandemic; and,
Third, research clearly shows that major reductions in vehicle capacity such as the
Bridge X plan encourage people to switch modes (e.g., cycling instead of driving) and
change travel behavior (e.g., telecommuting), as outlined in Section 3.3.

Diverted Drivers who Continue to Drive – The 50% of people who continue to drive will
switch to other bridges or tunnels. It is assumed that 80% of this traffic will switch to the
Manhattan and Williamsburg bridges since they are located close-by and are free, and that
the remaining 20% is distributed to other bridges and tunnels. In this analysis the
Manhattan Bridge was assigned a higher percentage of the diverted traffic (45%) because it
has more vehicle lanes than the Williamsburg Bridge. Table 4 summarizes this distribution.
Table 4
Bridge X Plan Diverted Vehicles – Continue to Drive
Route

Vehicles

Percent

Added Traffic to Bridge

Manhattan Bridge

472

45%

16%

Williamsburg Bridge

367

35%

14%

Other bridges/tunnels

210

20%

Diverted Vehicles Total

1,048

100%

Table 4 also shows that the diverted traffic would increase traffic volumes by approximately
16% on the Manhattan Bridge and 14% on the Williamsburg Bridge. A detailed transport
study with effective community involvement should be prepared for the area surrounding
the bridge entrances and exits to develop tactical improvements needed to accommodate
the desired amount of traffic.
Change Mode or Behavior – The third possible choice for people currently driving over the
Brooklyn Bridge is to change their transport mode or travel behavior. The number of people
assumed to change their behavior is 1,280 people per hour and direction (1,048 vehicles
multiplied by 1.22 person/vehicle average occupancy rate). Table 5 presents one possible
scenario for how these people would travel in the Bridge X transport plan.
First, assume that 20% change their behavior so they no longer travel over the bridge during
the peak hour. This number is likely to be low given changes to working practices as society
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recovers from the Covid-19 pandemic (e.g., more people will work from home at least
sometimes).
Next, assume that half the remaining people walk (511 persons) and half cycle (511
persons), including micro mobility users with cyclists. This is also likely to be a low estimate
given the high quality of the Bridge X walking and cycling experience, as well as the
increased desire of people to walk and cycle after Covid-19.
Another factor supporting this analysis is that the vehicle access charge planned for lower
Manhattan, although currently delayed, will significantly reduce vehicle traffic using the
Brooklyn Bridge. It will act in tandem with the Bridge X transport plan helping cause drivers
to change routes, switch to public transport, walking and cycling, and change their behavior.
What’s most noticeable about these figures are their plausibility: Bridge X only needs to
attract slightly more than 1,000 people per hour to walk, cycle or use micro mobility to
accommodate the excess diverted traffic. If Bridge X attracts more pedestrians and cyclists,
which is very likely, it will reduce demand on other bridges and tunnels.
Table 5
Bridge X Plan Diverted Vehicles – Change Mode/Behavior
People

Percent

Change to walking

511

40%

Change to cycling

511

40%

Change behavior

256

20%

1,279 (1)

100%

Subtotal: Change mode/behavior
Note:

(1) Brooklyn Bridge average auto occupancy = 1.22 (Source: NYC DOT Manhattan
Bridge Crossings 2015) – therefore 1,048 vehicles = 1,279 persons.

Figure 2 and Table 6 summarize the distribution of diverted traffic to other bridges/tunnels,
Bridge X’s pedestrian and cycling paths, and behavior change.
In summary, this analysis confirms that the proposed Bridge X Near Term Transport Plan is
feasible and plausible. However, it will require tactical transport improvements to the
transport network around the entrances and exits to the Brooklyn, Williamsburg and
Manhattan bridges. The specific improvements required must be determined in a more
detailed transport analysis performed with full community input.
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Figure 2 – Diverted Traffic Flows – Bridge X

Table 6
Where to Bridge X Diverted Vehicles go?
Route

Vehicles

People (1)

Percent

Vehicles continuing to use Brooklyn Bridge

1,600

1,952

43%

Switch to cycling

419*

511

11%

Switch to walking

419*

511

11%

Change behavior (e.g., telecommute)

210*

256

6%

Vehicles diverting to Manhattan Bridge

472

575

13%

Vehicles diverting to Williamsburg Bridge

367

447

10%

Vehicles diverting to other bridges/tunnels

210

256

6%

Bridge X Plan Total

3,696

4,509

100%

Existing Brooklyn Bridge (2)

3,696

4,509

100%

Notes:
(1) Brooklyn Bridge average auto occupancy = 1.22 (Source: NYC DOT Manhattan Bridge Crossings
2015).
(2) Source: NYC DOT Manhattan Bridge Crossings 2015 (higher than 2018 data).
* = Vehicle equivalents … these are the numbers of vehicles that are no longer driving.
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3.3

How can removing 4 lanes of traffic on Brooklyn Bridge not increase congestion?

The Bridge X transport analysis assumes that congestion will not increase significantly after
removing four vehicle lanes from the Brooklyn Bridge because many people currently
driving will switch to walking, cycling, micro-mobility or transit, or change their behavior
(use a different bridge, travel at a different time, etc.) as illustrated in Figure 3.
The analysis shows that Bridge X will provide sufficient capacity for this assumption to hold
true. But, how realistic is the assumption that people will actually change their behavior?

Figure 3 – Bridge X Traffic: Where will diverted vehicles go?
Transport models are normally used to estimate how travel behavior will change after an
improvement project. As mentioned above, no modelling was possible in this phase of the
study, but transport models are most useful in assessing the impacts of changes that fall
within the narrow range in which the model was calibrated. In other words, models have
great difficulty projecting the impacts of big changes such as removing four lanes of traffic
as proposed in Bridge X.
This difficulty is clearly illustrated when models show that widening a freeway will relieve
congestion, but a few months after the widening, congestion is back, sometimes worse than
ever. Traffic engineers call this problem induced traffic, because increasing roadway
capacity ‘induces’ people currently using a different route or transport mode, travelling at a
different time, or simply not making the trip at all, to drive on the newly widened road.
The same impact shows up in reverse: congestion stays about the same when roadway
capacity is reduced. Brooklyn author Tom Vanderbilt, in his bestselling book “Traffic” says,
“… a team of British researchers looked at a broad list of projects in England and
elsewhere where roads had been taken away either for construction or by design.
Predictably, traffic flows dropped at the affected area. Most of the time, though, the
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increase in traffic on alternative routes was nowhere near the traffic ‘lost’ on the
affected roads.” (Vanderbilt, 2009)
Vanderbilt goes on to mention Jane Jacobs’ campaign to close the street cutting through
Washington Square Park. “The traffic people predicted mayhem. What happened was the
reverse: Cars, having lost the best route through the park, decided to stop treating the
neighborhood as a shortcut. Total car traffic dropped …” A more recent New York example
is the closing of Times Square to motor vehicle traffic.
According to Professor Norman Garrick, writing in CityLab, “We also know that cities that
have removed freeways—usually due to an act of nature—have seen a decrease in traffic
congestion. In some cases, the decrease was more than 50 percent. These examples go back
at least as far as the 1970s in Manhattan (West Side Highway collapse) and Portland, and to
the 2000s in San Francisco. Internationally, the results have been even more dramatic in the
case of Seoul, South Korea.” (Garrick, 2016)
In short, experience shows that when major transport facilities have been removed, traffic
congestion remains about constant. This is surprising because people think of traffic as
fixed, but, traffic volumes change depending on the amount of available capacity. Finally, as
befitting this sort of surprising result, the idea of solving congestion by removing highways
has been described in Freakonomics. (Philipps, 2011)
The reason traffic congestion remains similar after removal or addition of transport capacity
is because people’s travel behavior changes depending on the transport infrastructure and
services provided. Importantly for the Bridge X proposal, one of the most likely changes to
travel behavior caused by the Covid-19 pandemic will be more travel flexibility. For example,
more people will be allowed to work from home, and more people will be able to shift their
working hours to travel at less congested times.
Finally, this section refers to overall congestion remaining about constant, local transport
improvements are necessary to address potential congestion on particular roadways. As
mentioned above, detailed transport analyses with full community involvement should be
carried out to identify specific improvements for mitigating local traffic impacts. A
recommended process for carrying out these analyses is presented in Section 6.

3.4

Bridge X Medium- and Long-Term Transport Planning

The Bridge X near term transport plan is designed to be implemented quickly. In fact, it can
be implemented using paint, traffic cones and Jersey barriers similar to the 2009
reconfiguration of Times Square. Quick implementation will provide immediate
improvements to active mobility and space people need post Covid-19.
The Bridge X plan also outlines medium- and long-term transport plans. These plans will
build on the near-term plan and be refined in a process of continuous transport monitoring,
community engagement and evaluation. This process will benefit from experience showing
exactly how travel patterns adapt to the new bridge facilities and access routes
implemented in the Bridge X Near Term Transport Plan. Figure 4 illustrates the expanded
upper deck and one option for long term reconfiguration of the lower deck.
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Figure 4 – Bridge X Long Term Brooklyn Bridge Deck Configuration (Option)
As shown in Figure 4, the proposed bridge deck changes include:
•
•
•
•

Expand the existing upper pedestrian/cyclist deck based on the 2017 Promenade
Recommendations Report;
Add a separated two-way bicycle lane to the upper deck (as part of the deck
extension);
Move the two-way bicycle expressway from the south side of the lower deck to the
north side (shifting the Brooklyn bound traffic lane into the center break-down lane);
Expand the pedestrian and open space area on the south side of the lower deck (into
the space formerly used by the cycle expressway).

Importantly, the actual configuration and design of the lower deck in the long term will be
based on community input and transport analysis. Figure 4 illustrates one potential option.
Other options might include keeping the cycle expressway on the south side or providing
one-way cycle expressways on both sides.
The recommended long-term Bridge X significantly increases space available for pedestrians
on both the upper and lower decks, while adding a new separated cycle path on the upper
level that can be used by both sightseers and bike commuters. The upper deck cycle path
will also provide beautiful views.
For motor vehicles, eliminating the center break-down lane would slightly reduce capacity
by placing two opposing streams of traffic directly adjacent to each other, but this should
not have a significant impact on traffic impacts. It will however make it more difficult to
clear accidents. Therefore, this option should include adding changeable message signs and
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accident monitoring systems to the bridge, and to have personnel standing by to clear
accidents (e.g., tow trucks). Such systems are already used in many urban bridges.
An important benefit of the Bridge X near term plan is that it will provide space for
pedestrians and cyclists during construction of the expanded upper deck.
4.

Bridge X Vehicle Access Plan

An important benefit of Bridge X is maintaining limited vehicle access between Brooklyn and
Manhattan. An option to remove all vehicle traffic was rejected for two main reasons:
•
•

First, maintaining direct access reduces circuity for trips that must be made by
automobile, thus reducing transport impacts; and,
Second, it supports replication of the Bridge X concept to other New York
neighborhoods – thereby spreading the benefits of reduced traffic and increased
open space more equitably throughout the city (i.e., one completely closed bridge =
2 partly closed bridges).

This section describes motor vehicle access in the areas of the bridge anchorages in
Brooklyn and Manhattan, Section 5 describes improved pedestrian and cyclist access.
4.1

Bridge X Vehicle Access Plan – Brooklyn

The proposed Bridge X Brooklyn access plan is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5 –Bridge X Brooklyn Access Plan
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The Bridge X Short Term Transport Plan closes the south (Brooklyn bound) traffic lanes and
reroutes the traffic to the north side of the lower deck.
This means that all Manhattan bound traffic must (1) enter the bridge on the “north” side of
the pedestrian promenade or (2) cross over the pedestrian promenade.
The pedestrian promenade has been recently rebuilt into a very pleasant pedestrian and
cycling route so it would be a pity to cut a temporary traffic lane through it.
Aerial photos from Google Maps and photos from Google Streetview show that it should be
possible to provide two lanes for traffic from Tillary Street all the way to the bridge itself
(currently this section of roadway transitions from two lanes at Tillary Street to one lane in
the area of Whitman Park, but it appears to be possible to squeeze two lanes in for the full
distance). In the Bridge X Short Term Transport Plan this section of roadway would be one
lane of traffic in each direction. While this would be a tight fit, it should be feasible.
An additional lane of Manhattan bound traffic would enter via the existing Pearl Street on
ramp. There would be three lanes of traffic in this area: one Brooklyn bound traffic lane
nearest the promenade, one Manhattan bound lane of traffic coming from Tillary Street,
and one Manhattan bound lane of traffic coming from the Pearl Street on ramp. The two
Manhattan bound lanes would merge into one lane after a suitable distance. From here
across the bridge there would be three lanes: one Brooklyn bound, one center break-down
lane, and one Manhattan bound.
The BQE entrance ramp to the Brooklyn Bridge would be temporarily closed during the
Bridge X Short Term Project. Vehicles traveling from BQE to Manhattan can use the direct
exit to the Manhattan Bridge instead.
If it is not possible to have two lanes on the Brooklyn Bridge access roadway from the Pearl
Street on ramp to Tillary Street, it could be possible to route Manhattan bound bridge traffic
on Adams Street and make a temporary entrance to the Bridge from Adams Street.
A second alternative would be to limit Manhattan bound access to the Pearl Street on ramp
only. In this case the existing bridge roadway from Pearl Street to Tillary would be one way
towards downtown Brooklyn.
In summary, it should be possible to provide sufficient vehicle access to the Brooklyn Bridge
for Manhattan bound traffic. This finding is subject to the caveats that the access plan
would be temporary and that the overall Bridge X Short Term Transport Plan significantly
reduces vehicle traffic traveling over the Brooklyn Bridge. Finally, a detailed traffic plan
would need to be prepared to determine the conceptual plan’s actual feasibility.
4.2

Bridge X Short Term Vehicle Access Plan – Manhattan

Figure 6 illustrates the Bridge X Short Term Manhattan access plan.
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Figure 6 – Bridge X Short Term Manhattan Access Plan
The Bridge X Short Term Transport Plan closes the south (Brooklyn bound) traffic lanes and
reroutes the traffic to the north side of the lower deck.
This means that all Brooklyn bound traffic must (1) enter the bridge on the north side of the
pedestrian promenade or cross over the pedestrian promenade.
Crossing over the pedestrian promenade would require significant construction and, more
importantly, would be inconsistent with the project objectives of improving the community
environment and increasing pedestrian and cyclist access to the Bridge. Therefore, the
proposed access plan assumes that Brooklyn bound traffic directly accesses the north side
of the bridge.
The proposed access plan converts the existing Centre Street Brooklyn Bridge off ramp into
an on-ramp for Brooklyn bound traffic. This would be the only entrance for Brooklyn bound
traffic. Traffic would be able to access the Bridge by turning right from Chambers Street or
driving south on Centre Street.
A set of tactical traffic improvements would be needed at the intersection of Centre and
Chambers streets including re-routing the existing cycle lane, changing parking and traffic
signal re-timing. These improvements could also be designed to improve walking and
cycling, as well as the connection between the new Bridge X Brooklyn Bridge open space to
City Hall Park.
In the Bridge X plan there would no longer be direct access to the Brooklyn Bridge from FDR
Drive (southbound) or from the intersection Park Row/Spruce Street entrance ramp. Traffic
would use local streets to reach the new Centre Street on ramp (existing off ramps from
southbound FDR Drive to local streets would remain open).
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Manhattan bound traffic from Brooklyn would continue to have direct access to the FDR
Drive and the Park Row exit ramp. There would no longer be access to Centre Street (these
ramps are being used now for Brooklyn bound traffic.
One possible tactical traffic improvement is to create a full intersection where the Park Row
exit ramp intersects with Park Row. Currently this ramp feeds directly into the southbound
Park Row lane. It would be better if traffic exiting the bridge could turn left onto
northbound Park Row as well.
As illustrated in Figure 6 the Manhattan bound traffic would split into two lanes on the
bridge to reduce possible congestion caused by traffic entering local streets. Similarly, there
would be two lanes for Brooklyn bound traffic entering via the Centre Street ramps, these
would merge into one lane before the Park Row exit ramp.
In summary, it should be possible to provide sufficient vehicle access to the Brooklyn Bridge
for Brooklyn bound traffic. This finding is subject to the caveats that the access plan would
be temporary and that the overall Bridge X Short Term Transport Plan significantly reduces
vehicle traffic traveling over the Brooklyn Bridge. Finally, a detailed traffic plan would need
to be prepared to determine the conceptual plan’s actual feasibility.
4.3

Bridge X Medium- and Long-Term Access Improvements

An important Bridge X goal is improving the environment around the bridge anchorages.
This includes removing unnecessary overhead traffic ramps feeding into the bridge. An
especially exciting change would be reconfiguring the existing Park Row – Spruce Brooklyn
Bridge entrance ramp to provide space for a new Bridge X plaza as illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7 – Bridge X Plaza in Manhattan (Long Term)
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Creating the new plaza would entail relocating the Bridge X Near-Term entrance for
Brooklyn bound traffic (from the existing Centre Street off ramp) to a reconfigured Park
Row/bridge exit intersection. As illustrated in Figure 8 this would enable closing Centre
Street between Chambers Street and Park Row as well as the existing Centre Street on and
off ramps, thus creating a large Bridge X entrance plaza connecting City Hall Park with the
bridge.
As with the medium- and long-term ramp deck configuration design, specific decisions
regarding ramp removals and streetscape improvements will be made working with the
community in a process similar to that outlined in Section 6. Among the ramps considered
for removal will be the entrance from the BQE in Brooklyn and the connections to/from the
FDR Drive in Manhattan.
A set of possible transport long term transport access improvements are illustrated in Figure
8 and include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reconfigure existing bridge exit ramp (currently used for police parking) to feed
Manhattan bound traffic into Park Row;
Reconfigure existing Park Row ramp currently used for Manhattan bound traffic into
an entrance ramp for Brooklyn bound traffic;
Reconfigure Park Row/ramp intersection to accommodate new traffic flows;
Build new Park Row Boulevard in area of removed Spruce St. bridge entrance ramp;
Close Bridge X short term Brooklyn bound entrance (from Centre Street);
Close Centre Street from Chambers Street to Park Row.

Figure 8 – Bridge X Long Term Access Improvements Manhattan
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5.

Bridge X Pedestrian and Cyclist Access Improvements

Bridge X will improve pedestrian and cyclist access to the Brooklyn Bridge and open space
connections from Brooklyn and Manhattan. As Figures 9 and 10 show, Bridge X proposes to
start with a small set of improvements and gradually extend them based on community
input and transport analysis. Particularly important in this effort will be analyzing how traffic
patterns adjust to new transport patterns after implementation of Bridge X improvements
and travel behavior changes post Covid-19.

Figure 9 – Bridge X Proposed Pedestrian and Bike Mobility Near Term Improvements
The Bridge X proposal’s pedestrian and cyclist access improvement program consists of
three main elements:
•
•
•

Extend open streets network;
Improve connections to existing pedestrian and cyclist networks; and
Active mobility access program.

These elements are illustrated in Figures 9 and 10 and outlined below.
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Figure 10 – Bridge X Proposed Pedestrian and Bike Mobility Long Term Improvements
5.1

Extend Open Streets Program

Bridge X will build upon New York’s Open Streets program which has temporarily limited
motor vehicle traffic on many streets to provide more space for pedestrians and cyclists as
part of its response to the Covid-19 pandemic. The Bridge X proposal would extend these
closures to additional streets around the Brooklyn Bridge anchorages in Brooklyn and
Manhattan to improve access to the bridge for pedestrians and cyclists.
5.2

Improve Connections to Existing Bicycle Network

In addition to extending the Open Streets program Bridge X also proposes to improve
specific connections between New York’s existing bicycle network and the new cycle lanes
on Brooklyn Bridge. These routes are also illustrated in Figures 9 and 10. They will be
designed and implemented using a community-based process and implemented as part of
the tactical transport improvements needed in the areas surrounding the bridge anchorages
(see Section 4).
5.3

Active Access Program

The Bridge X Active Access Program is a set of measures designed to encourage people to
use alternative transport modes on the Brooklyn Bridge. Bridge X proposes working closely
with of active and alternative mobility providers to improve and extend existing programs.
For example, Bridge X will closely monitor the use and availability of shared bikes and micro
mobility devices on and around the Brooklyn Bridge (see map of CitiBike stations in Figure
11) using publicly available APIs, feedback from the Bridge X app and website, as well as
usage data and occupancy counts. This information will be used to plan increases in bicycles
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and other mobility devices as well as for real-time redeployment of vehicles to ensure that
vehicles are generally available from all stations.
Bridge X will also seek to introduce new sustainable mobility vehicles in the bridge area.
Examples include bicycles designed for use by mobility impaired persons.

Figure 11 – CitiBike Stations and Bicycle Lanes
6.

Community Engagement in the Bridge X Transport Planning Process

Bridge X is an experiment in the design and building of social programs and public
infrastructure needed to help New York thrive in the post Covid-19 Age. The experiment will
be created by and for the people, all people, in New York.
Bridge X’s experimental nature is expressed in the project’s phased approach. The project
proposes to implement an initial set of programming and infrastructure elements (Near
Term Plan), and then, using a continuous process of community input and technical
evaluation, refine these programs and infrastructure elements in future years.
The Bridge X proposal includes medium- and long-range improvement plans, but these are
only the design team’s current ideas. The actual programs and infrastructure will be
determined by the community using public input and technical evaluations.
Unique in Bridge X is elevating the role of community input in the decision-making process.
Public programming and infrastructure decisions are always a mixture of public policy and
technical feasibility. Until now the public policy ingredient has come from the top, a small
set of players with political influence. Bridge X will create and use new techniques and
processes that increase the community’s influence on planning decisions.
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While many excellent techniques and processes are available for increasing and improving
community participation, Bridge X recognizes that putting them together and refining them
to work in a large and complex project such as Reimagining Brooklyn Bridge will be a
monumental challenge. Therefore, refining public participation tools and processes for
community-based public programming and infrastructure design will be a fundamental part
of the Bridge X experiment.
A key part of this experimentation will be the development of new technologies and
processes designed to increase society’s ability to make public policy decisions collectively.
New York is ideally suited for this experiment as it is home to Civic Hall and NYU’s GovLab,
both leaders in the development and use of civic technologies, in addition to a huge number
of local businesses and community organizations working on the intersection of technology
and participation. Bridge X will encourage full participation by all these organizations in the
community process.
6.2

Transport Experimentation in Bridge X

Brooklyn Bridge has always been an experiment. It was a test of technology – could towers
be built in the East River to support the magnificent bridge? It was a test of policy – would
the bridge support New York’s economic development? It was a test of community – how
would the two cities change after construction of the bridge?
The experiment has continued unabated as the Brooklyn Bridge changes to meet the needs
of new generations of New Yorkers. Change is most clearly visible in the Bridge’s transport
infrastructure which once carried elevated trains, streetcars and private vehicles, although
now carries only private vehicles.
Historically transport experimentation has come about slowly. Today however many cities
are using temporary demonstration projects to test changes to transport infrastructure and
services. New York under Transport Commissioner Janette Sadik-Kahn and Mayor
Bloomberg pioneered the use of demonstration projects. These demonstration projects
were experiments as Sadik-Kahn and Bloomberg insisted on detailed impact analyses and
refined or removed projects based on data.
The results of New York’s build, evaluate, refine approach were nothing short of
phenomenal: Times Square, protected bike lanes, CitiBike and Select Bus are shining
examples of how sustainable transport can make a city more livable while improving the
local economy. (Sadik-Khan and Solomonow, 2016)
Bridge X will build on this success and continue New York’s transport experimentation by
testing a series of transport infrastructure and operating changes. Bridge X proposes a fourstep testing process:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Idea generation;
Consideration: community desirability and technical feasibility;
Implementation;
Evaluation: community and technical impact assessment.
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The evaluation results will be used to refine the ideas and the process will form a cycle as
shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Bridge X Experimental Innovation Cycle
As shown in Figure 12, Bridge X proposes to jump-start the transport innovation cycle
process with the near-term improvements (Phase 1). These improvements can be
implemented quickly, evaluated in several months, and replaced/refined/supplemented
with new ideas. They are described in the previous sections.
6.3

Community Involvement and Transport Impact Assessment

Assessing the transport impacts of Bridge X improvements begins by acknowledging that the
plan will have significant impacts both ‘positive and negative’ on the bridge, near the
anchorages and in the larger region.
Positive and negative have been put into quotation marks because, as Paul Simon sang, one
man’s ceiling is another man’s floor: what one person perceives as positive, another will
perceive as negative. And, naturally, vice versa.
In the case of Bridge X, those who value sustainable transport and livable cities will find the
changes positive; those who value unencumbered automobile access will find them
negative. This is critical to understand because the results of transport impact analyses are
often presented without this subtlety.
The best example is congestion: assume plan A causes X% more congestion than plan B.
Typically this would mean plan A is worse than plan B, but perhaps congestion is less
important to the community than urban livability. This illustrates one of the problems with
many public input processes: a variable, automobile congestion, representing the interests
of one specific group (historically powerful rich white men) is used unquestioningly to make
decisions. Would the full community choose this variable?
Furthermore, the techniques and models used to estimate evaluation measures, like
congestion, are extremely complex and depend on many assumptions. The results, while
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often presented unquestionably: plan A causing X% more congestion, are rarely so precise
and accurate as they are communicated in the headlines and social media.
The proposed process addresses these problems by using community selected assessment
variables and providing transparency in the analysis process.
Finally, it is important to note that the historic focus on automobile congestion – the
transport impact of concern for the rich and powerful – to make decisions helps explain
New York’s current transport problem: investment decisions were made, starting in the
1950s, based on reducing automobile congestion. In short, major investments were made in
highways and mass transport was left to wither. (Caro, 1974)
6.4

Example: Community Involvement in Tactical Improvement Assessment

Like any project in New York, Bridge X will have local impacts. And, as outlined earlier,
whether these impacts are negative or positive will differ depending on value judgements:
for example, some people value free-flowing traffic more than neighborhood livability.
Consequently, while this section focuses on the transport assessment and mitigation
process, it does so with the recognition that impacts in other areas, such as urban livability,
must also be considered in the process for deciding whether and how-to mitigate local
transport impacts.
The general process for assessing and mitigating impacts is presented in Figure 12 above.
The first step is to collect improvement ideas. The Bridge X near term improvements are a
set of ideas that the Bridge X team proposes be used to jump-start the innovation cycle.
Step 2 is evaluation. This step consists of two parallel efforts that come together at the end
to recommend a specific set of improvements for implementation. The first is a broad-based
community process to evaluate the project impacts on a community-defined scale (e.g.,
what impacts to assess, what weight to assign these impacts). A set of technical experts will
be provided to the community to assist in this process (their clients will be the community;
they will be paid by the project).
The second part of the process will be the technical feasibility evaluation. This will consider
subjects such as structural requirements (e.g., can the bridge carry a given load) and
transport conditions (e.g., how will traffic react to a given improvement). There will be
feedback between the technical and community efforts as the ideas are refined to make
them more technically feasible and more acceptable by the community.
Ultimately a set of improvements will be chosen, following an agreed community – agency
process, for implementation. The development and facilitation of this agreed community –
agency selection process, and indeed this entire process, will be completed by independent
professionals; the process itself will be an important Bridge X product.
The ultimate plan will include methods for monitoring the plan’s effectiveness regarding
variables of interest to the community and technicians. These include everything from
structural element strain gauges to traffic counting devices.
For example, the Bridge X Near Term Plan includes placing traffic sensors that anonymously
measure vehicles, cycles and pedestrians on the bridge and approaches (perhaps using
sensors from Numina, a Brooklyn-based company). The data from these sensors would be
placed on a publicly accessible dashboard and used to feed applications designed to show
how many people are on the bridge – so people can better plan their trip or visit.
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Additional sensors including air quality and noise will also be installed to help provide data
in the evaluation process. These sensors will be selected based on the community and
technical needs. These types of sensors were formerly expensive and complicated, but rapid
advances in technology and communications have made them cheaper, easer to install and
more useful.
In step 3 the improvements will be implemented. Step 4 consists of evaluating the results of
the improvement. This will follow a similar community – technical process used in step 2
and have data from the sensors available to help inform the analysis. The results will be
used to develop new and refined ideas and the evaluation process will begin again.
The process is designed to ensure that a technically feasible project that really meets the
community needs can be agreed-upon in a reasonable time. The main improvements are:
•
•
•
•
•

Broad-based community participation to ensure that larger needs are fairly
considered;
Technical consultants provided to educate and support community interests;
Independent facilitation to agree-upon a process and implement this process
efficiently;
Continued re-assessment of the process and improvements;
Immediate response to significant problems (e.g., remove improvements quickly).

In addition, the process will also include the latest best practices from community
organizing, communications, process management and public involvement, both
recommended practices and new (information technology based) tools.
7.

In Depth: Bridge X Civic Technology and Transport

A fundamental part of Bridge X’s experimental approach will be developing and testing new
information technologies designed to improve transport and public involvement in the
transport planning process. More specifically Bridge X proposes to develop and test:
•

Community Participation – Virtual and on-line engagement tools designed to
support community members in reporting problems, collecting and analyzing
information, collaboration and participating. The Bridge X app and website would
include feedback/reporting input features, educational information, input schedules,
contact information and links to useful tools (all features would be provided on
website, selected features would be provided in the app).
There is a large and growing library of similar public input tools available (for
example Civic Tech Field Guide) and many examples where these tools have been
used successfully in public input processes. Importantly, a full in person community
participation process will also be included in the Bridge X planning process.

•

Sensors and Data Collection – Bridge X will install a variety of sensors to measure
multimodal traffic, environmental conditions such as noise and air quality, as well as
other sensors designed to monitor other appropriate data. The sensor data will be
made available via an on-line dashboard and application programming interface
(API). All data will be anonymous, and the data systems will be designed from the
start to ensure privacy. All sensors and systems will be subject to a technical
evaluation by information technology security specialists and community approval.
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The data will be used to evaluate the Bridge X project and help evaluate refinements
to the project. Bridge X will support the creation of citizen science projects to use the
generated data in the process of developing new ideas and research projects. A
special effort will be made reaching out to communities located well away from the
Brooklyn Bridge to analyze aspects of the project that affect these communities (e.g.,
does the project improve subway service in outlying neighborhoods by attracting
near trips to walking and cycling over the Brooklyn Bridge?).
•

8.

Traffic Control Technologies – Bridge X will develop and apply new technologies for
controlling traffic such as signs, movable barriers and break-down assistance. The
lane will include signage such as LED signs every several hundred feet indicating that
the lane can be used to divert around an accident.
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